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Overview

• A brief national overview of the progress of the Scottish Attainment 
Challenge to date

• Key educational messages 
• Case study: the challenge in one education authority 
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Key progress to date 

• Over 300 primary schools supported by the Attainment Scotland Fund
• Over 54,000 children living in the most deprived areas benefitting from 

attainment funding
• Attainment Advisors in post for every Local Authority
• New data becoming available from August to ‘know the gap’ at school, local 

and national level 
• 496 Innovation Fund bids received
• National Improvement Hub launched 
• Professional learning events and conferences held across Scotland – direct 

engagement with over 9,000 teachers including HT and/or DHT from each 
secondary school in Scotland 
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Every school is thinking about their gaps…..

Which ‘gaps’ exist in your school?
How are they measured?
How will they be reduced?
How will you know? 

“Be rigorous about the gaps to be closed and pursue relentlessly “ closing the gap” 
and “raising the bar simultaneously” 
Improving Schools in Scotland: An OECD Perspective, 2015
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Excellence and equity for 
every child in Scotland

What are you doing now?
What else could you do? 
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Key indicators of achieving equity at the 
end of Primary 7

How will you demonstrate improvements to 
equity for learners?
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Key indicators of achieving equity at the 
end of Primary 7

Achievement of second level of CfE in literacy 
and numeracy 
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Closing the gap – how will we know? 

• Expected progress for all 
• Excellent progress for many 
• All SIMD bands proportionately represented in the 

‘excellent’
• In other words, no pattern of lower attainment for 

children in lower SIMD bands 
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The role of primary school leaders….

• Create the best learning environment for staff? 
• Look at your chain of impact 
• Change the destiny of children living in poverty. Nature gives us 

the ‘bell curve’ of attainment levels. If we don’t change the bell 
curve we are not doing our jobs properly! 

• Are we always looking for the next big thing when we haven’t 
done the last big thing well enough? (eg AiFL) 

• Very high quality learning and teaching closes gaps. Average 
learning and teaching doesn’t (Dylan William 2016) 
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High quality learning and teaching 

• AiFL: relationship between what I did and what children learned 
• Making statements is often more productive than asking 

questions 
• What is a learning intention? It’s what we write in our jotters at 

the start of a lesson while the teacher gets organised 
• Sometimes telling children the LI routinely at the start of every 

lesson can lead to uninspiring teaching and spoils the journey
• Get them thinking like historians in history lessons, scientists in 

science lessons! What are the big concepts/ ideas? 





Local Shop Learning

‘If you were  running a supermarket instead of a school and saw  that 30 out 
of 100 customers each day left your shop without buying anything, you would 
think about  changing your inventory. But that does not happen  easily in 
schools because of deeply rooted, even if  scientifically unsupported, beliefs 
that learning can  only occur in a particular way.’

Lord Knight of Weymouth, quoted 
Education Britain: The Journey to Education Reform, 
Education Foundation 2011



Know what impacts 

Metacognition
Effective Feedback and Marking

Skilled Questioning 
Informed Task Design 
Collaborative Learning

Memorability 
Expectation (Growth Mindset)



Learning behaviours 
Noticing
Explaining things 
Asking good questions
Learning something new 
Practising hard till you get it right
Thinking carefully
Listening carefully
Trying different ways of doing things
Being a learning friend who helps others learn
Making someone else happy
Becoming better at sharing
Reading every day 

Best learning behaviours? 
Pupil Council campaign and 
involvement in monitoring 

and evaluating these 
behaviours 

How good is our school 4 –
pupil friendly version 

launching SLF September 
2016



Is it really good enough? 

• Constantly talk about standards 
• What you permit you promote 
• Do better than before: quality of feedback  
• Doing the right things, for the right reasons, in the right way 

everyday 
• Excellence in what we say, write, do and make 
• Dreaming with determination (Hargreaves 2015)
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Essential professional reading 
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Planning for next year 

• Be bold and courageous
• Be ambitious
• What changes do you need to 

make to your curriculum 
model? 

• Get to grip with your ‘gaps’ 
and close them!
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Your curriculum model – reflecting the 
core challenge of closing the gap in your context

• Closing the vocabulary gap in early years of primary
• Take full use of flexibility to meet needs in your 

community 
• De-cluttering: you don’t need to do everything all the 

time, for example, 8 curriculum areas every week? 
• A 3D curriculum rationale 
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New QI on ‘Raising attainment and 
achievement

• Attainment in literacy and numeracy
• Attainment over time
• Overall quality of learners’ achievement
• Equity for all learners
• Use the Challenge Questions for professional dialogue in your school
• This QI gives you the framework to continually reflect on your work to 

close the gap 
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What will outstanding schools be 
doing next year?

• Proportionate approach to monitoring and evaluation 
• Collaborate: essential for excellence 
• Clear learning and teaching strategies in place to reduce the impact of 

poverty on progress and achievement 
• Highest levels of confidence and consistency in teacher judgement of CfE 

levels 
• Consider national improvement framework priorities and drivers in your 

school improvement planning 2016/17 
• Generic and targeted elements to improvement plan priorities 
• Moving from parental involvement to family learning offer/ programme
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Thank you for everything you are doing for the 
210,000 children in Scotland living in poverty 

@GLoganEd
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Keynote address

Marinieves Alba, Community School Director, New York City



Baird, level 5 Seminar 1 Improving early learning in literacy

Maxwell, level 5 Seminar 2 The impact of using data to improve 
learning and teaching in Fife

Media Centre East, level 3 Seminar 3 Coaching and mentoring to raise 
attainment

Media Centre West, level 3 Seminar 4 Developing Professional Learning and 
Leadership at all levels

Bell,  level 5 Seminar 5 Engaging with families and communities

Bain,  level 5 Seminar 6 Promoting use of evidence and data to 
evaluate and improve closing the gap in 
educational outcomes

Nevis,  level 4 Tapestry presentation 
Schools Programme delegates only

Morning Seminars 11:10 – 12:10



Closing the poverty related attainment 
gap ... the Scottish way

Dr Bill Maxwell, Chief Executive of Education Scotland
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Scottish Attainment Challenge

Closing the poverty-related attainment 
gap……...the Scottish way

Dr Bill Maxwell
Chief Executive, Education Scotland
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....in which a ‘virtuous cycle of improvement’ 
continuously drives innovation, evaluation and 
the spread of new knowledge about professional 
practice

Over many years we have been working 
collectively towards making Scottish education 
a ‘learning system’ ….
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What this requires to make it work
Outcome focused 

national guidance, high 
on clarity about aims 
and goals but low on 

prescription about 
process

Turned into 
knowledge made 
easily and widely 

accessible for 
practitioners to feed 

back into their 
development

With systematic collation 
and analysis of evidence 

emerging both from local, 
national and international 

sources

Empowered and 
innovative schools and 

services with high quality 
professional staff 

committed to evidence-
based practice

Practitioners and 
establishments which 
actively collaborate 

in improvement 
activity with others

Backed up by 
proportionate external 

evaluation and 
intelligent accountability

Schools and services 
which are excellent at 

self-evaluation and 
improvement
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Now we need to focus that improvement 
capability on tackling some key priorities

including the most
‘wicked issue’ of all
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Outcome focused 
national guidance, high 

on clarity about aims 
and goals but low on 

prescription about 
process
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• Clear definition of the 
attainment challenge target 
group

• Clear aims and goals
• Access to data and advice to 

help you apply them locally

• Understanding of how the 
challenge manifests itself in 
your context

• Reliable assessment of 
learners’ attainment and 
achievement

• Deep knowledge and tracking 
of individuals

• To close the gap you need to 
know the gap

what you can expect what’s expected of you
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Empowered and 
innovative schools and 

services with high quality 
professional staff 

committed to evidence-
based practice
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• Flexibility to choose strategies 
right for your learners and 
context

• Easy access to sources of 
ideas about strategies and 
interventions

• Advice and resources on 
managing transformational 
change

• Making ‘evidence-based’ 
choices of interventions

• Willingness to innovate

• Strong leadership

what you can expect what’s expected of you
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Resourcesesos
Primary One Literacy Assessment 
and Action Resource

Achievement of a level: literacy 
and numeracy 
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Practitioners and 
establishments which 
actively collaborate 

in improvement 
activity with others

Backed up by 
proportionate external 

evaluation and 
intelligent accountability

Schools and services 
which are excellent at 

self-evaluation and 
improvement
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• Support and advice on self-
evaluation – HGIOS?4

• Access to data analysis 
• Help to access or create effective 

collaborative networks 
• Support on using data effectively 

to drive improvement
• Inspection focused on the ‘closing 

the gap’ agenda

• Robust self-evaluation
• Effective use of data to measure 

progress in closing the gap
• Actively seeking out collaboration 

opportunities
• Sharing your learning about what 

worked (and what didn’t)

what’s expected of youwhat you can expect
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Turned into 
knowledge made 
easily and widely 

accessible for 
practitioners to feed 

back into their 
development

With systematic collation 
and analysis of evidence 

emerging both from local, 
national and international 

sources
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• National analysis across all 
sources of evaluation 
evidence

• Presented in practitioner-
friendly formats

• Easy online access
• Range of resources from 

academic research to 
practice exemplars

• Contributions from your own 
initiatives that others might 
learn from

• An open mind – actively 
seeking out ideas that may 
help you improve outcomes 
for your disadvantaged 
learners

what you can expect what’s expected of you
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Learning and 
assessment

Knowledge and  
research Practice ExemplarsOnline Community

working with many partners to maximise its value
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What more can the disadvantaged young 
learners in your next intake expect?



www.educationscotland.gov.uk

Transforming lives through learning



The value of learner participation and 
children’s insight
Dr Colin Morrison, Co-Director, Children’s Parliament

Susan Ironside, Head Teacher, Riverbank Primary School, Aberdeen



The value of learner participation and 
children’s insight

Dr Colin Morrison, Co-Director, Children’s Parliament



The value of learner participation and 
children’s insight

www.childrensparliament.org.uk
colin@childrensparliament.org.uk

@creative_voices 

Colin Morrison: Children's Parliament
Susan Ironside: Riverbank Primary School, Aberdeen  

http://www.childrensparliament.org.uk/
mailto:colin@childrensparliament.org.uk


Thanks to our partners

Children’s Parliament Investigates Learning
• James Aiton Primary: South Lanarkshire
• Carstairs Junction Primary: South Lanarkshire
• Burnfoot Primary: Scottish Borders
• St. Margaret’s RC Primary (Hawick): Scottish Borders
• St. Thomas’ RC Primary: West Lothian
• Logan Primary: East Ayrshire

Imagining Aberdeen
• Bramble Brae Primary
• Manor Park Primary
• Riverbank Primary
• Tullos Primary 

The CP team:
CP Investigates Learning: Graeme McKinnon, Cathy McCulloch and Colin Morrison
Aberdeen: Catrin Jeans and Colin Morrison 



About Children's Parliament 

• We work with children from their early years through 
middle childhood to early adolescence. 

• Children’s human rights (to be healthy, happy and safe) 
and the idea of human dignity are at the heart of 
everything we do. 

• Our interest is in children’s voices and effective 
participation at home, in school, and in the community, 

• We use creative and participatory approaches. 
• Our work recognises the effort we need to make to 

engage all children and to learn from their insight.
• We model how we want others to be with children; we 

provide training and support.
• We love and value children. It’s all about relationships.



We introduce children and adults to the intuitive 
idea of human dignity
• Every human being is important and special. We 

call this human dignity.
• Respect for human dignity means that we should 

be friendly and kind to others and it is wrong to 
hurt other people or make them feel bad about 
themselves. 

• No matter how others treat you, they never have 
the right to take away your human dignity.

• When you learn what human dignity means to 
you, you are less likely to accept when other 
people hurt, discriminate or put someone down.



So, what have children’s human rights or the idea of human dignity got to do with 
attainment?

The right to an education is described in articles 28 and 29 of the UNCRC and enshrined 
in Scots law.  Education must be concerned with “the development of the child's 
personality, talents and mental and physical abilities to their fullest potential”.



Film clip
Children’s Parliament - St Margaret’s PS



‘A child’s learning is directly 
influenced by the way he feels about 
his school and his teacher. How can 
school and home, working together, 
develop more favorable attitudes on 
the part of children?’ 
Paul Eiserer (1954)



‘Ability alone is not enough: how we think about 
ourselves matters too.’ Bob Burden: Myself as a Learner 
Scale (MALS)

MALS uses 20 statements with a 5-point scale to give us 
information regarding three main aspects of leaner self-
concept:
• A sense of agency related to learning optimism

explored in statements: using statements like ‘I usually 
think carefully about what I’ve got to do’ or ‘Learning is 
easy’.

• Learned helplessness: using statements like ‘I get 
anxious when I have to do new work’ or ‘I find a lot of 
school work difficult’.

• Enjoyment and active involvement in problem-solving:
using statements like ‘I like having problems ot solve’ or 
‘I like having difficult work to do’.



MALS results
Mean: 75.28
Boys mean: 73.6    Girls mean: 79.1
Number of children scoring 60 or lower: 6 
Number of children scoring 70 or lower: 29 
P3/4 average: 81.0   P5 average: 70.9   P6 average 76   P7 average: 74.6









Hail Dillon!
Quiet and thoughtful

A kind spirit
He draws in others with 

empathy
Listen!

And you will be 
rewarded!



While we reflect on learning from the programme, 5 thoughts…..

1. To be a learner who fulfils their potential children need to be nurtured and to 
know they are loved.

2. It’s not what we do to children it’s what we do with them that will last.
3. Learner self-perception matters for all learners but there are children for whom 

it needs to be an explicit focus. We would suggest both universal and targeted 
approaches to learner voice and participation to build learning self-concept.

4. External support from an agency like Children’s Parliament is best used when 
we are able to get alongside the teacher.

5. The empathic teacher is the key – it’s all about relationships

(Teacher empathy reduces student suspensions Stanford research shows: “A focus 
on relationships helps humanize students. Then you see them as not just a label but 
as growing people who can change, who can learn to behave more appropriately, 
with help.”)



Children’s Parliament Investigates Learning: 5 questions

1. Can we improve how we talk about learning? 
2. By talking about learning (with their teacher and with each other) can children 

become better learners? 
3. By talking about learning (with children) can teachers become better teachers?
4. By talking about learning and changing relationships can we create learning 

environments where everyone feels respected and included, meaning we 
enhance the child’s experience of learning and their learning self-concept?

5. If we do these things (and use the other tools and skills at our disposal) can we 
be more optimistic that we can impact on attainment in the long-term and in 
ways that are sustained for the individual child and the population of children for 
whom we are concerned? 



The value of learner participation and 
children’s insight

Susan Ironside, Head Teacher, Riverbank Primary School, Aberdeen



Imagining Aberdeen
https://bit.ly/ImaginingAberdeen

Susan Ironside Riverbank Primary school

This image cannot currently be displayed.

https://bit.ly/ImaginingAberdeen


Imagining Aberdeen
School programme and community reports:

home, school and community



Imagining Aberdeen
Our Imagineers



Imagining Aberdeen
The mural



Imagining Aberdeen
the ‘Dignometer’



Imagining Aberdeen
https://bit.ly/ImaginingAberdeen

‘School should be a joyful place’

https://bit.ly/ImaginingAberdeen


“Where, after all, do universal human rights begin? In small places, 
close to home - so close and so small that they cannot be seen on any 

maps of the world. Yet they are the world of the individual person; 
the neighbourhood he lives in; the school or college he attends; the 
factory, farm, or office where he works... Unless these rights have 

meaning there, they have little meaning anywhere.”  
Eleanor Roosevelt

www.childrensparliament.org.uk
Twitter: @creative_voices  

http://www.childrensparliament.org.uk/


Maxwell, level 5 Seminar 7 Promoting social and emotional 
wellbeing through nurture

Media Centre West, level 3 Seminar 8 Promoting healthy lifestyles and 
tackling health inequalities

Baird, level 5 Seminar 9 Closing the gap in numeracy in 
West Dunbartonshire

Bain, level 5 Seminar 10 Improving learning in literacy

Media Centre East, level 3 Seminar 11 Partnership working to tackle 
inequity

Bell,  level 5 Seminar 12 An international perspective on 
raising attainment 

Afternoon Seminars 14:10 – 15:10



Keynote address
John Swinney MSP, Deputy First Minister and Cabinet 
Secretary for Education & Skills



Closing Remarks

Dr Bill Maxwell, Chief Executive of Education Scotland
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